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Vigmed announced today that they are entering the French market with an 

exclusive distribution agreement for France with CODAN France Sarl.  

 

Following last week’s announcement of a signed agreement for 

Australia and New Zealand and in line with their strategic 

expansion onto additional markets, Vigmed has added CODAN 

France to their European network of exclusive distributors for their 

unique and patented safety products.  

“We welcome CODAN France to our expanding cooperation 

within the CODAN family and we very much look forward to 

introducing our needle protected products to the important French 

market”, says Vigmed Sales Director Europe, Mike Dooley. “I am 

confident that the synergy between our products and those in the 

CODAN range will ensure rapid success on the market”.  

“Adding another of the large European countries to our network, is 

an important milestone for us and vital to Vigmed’s success”, says 

Vigmed CEO, Finn Ketler.   

“These products fit the CODAN image and strategy of offering an 

expanded range of high-end products to our customers”, says 

CODAN France Country Manager, Laurent Sigrist. “We have high 

expectations for the Vigmed products, given their fit with our 

current product range”. 

 

Vigmed is a Swedish medical technology company 
whose mission is to eliminate needlestick injuries 
by offering the market unique needle-protected 
products. Vigmed is headquartered in 
Helsingborg, Sweden, and has approximately 20 
employees. Vigmed’s share is traded on 
NASDAQ OMX First North in Stockholm 
(ticker VIG) and has approximately 5 400 
shareholders. Remium Nordic AB is the 
Company’s Certified Advisor. Additional 
information such as company description, a video 
presentation and risk factors can be found on 
Vigmed’s home page: www.vigmed.com/investor 

 

CODAN France Sarl. is a leading distributor 

within infusion- and injection products and is 

part of the International CODAN Companies 

with more than 1500 employees. CODAN is 

recognised amongst users as providers of quality 

I.V. delivery systems, resulting from more than 

50 years of research and development. For further 

information: http://www.codan.de 
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